In *This Moment*, 180 teens share stories, poems, memoirs, scripts and songs that inspire reflection and ignite action. They write about their hopes and fears, loves and losses, *amigas* and *pan dulce*, as they navigate a challenging present and uncertain future with determination and grace.

The book includes a *Creativity Starter Kit* with 15 fresh writing activities to inspire young writers.

*This Moment* is WriteGirl’s 15th anthology, joining a collection of critically acclaimed anthologies, which have collectively earned 91 book awards.

**PURCHASE YOUR COPY TODAY!**

*This Moment* is available for purchase at [www.writegirl.org](http://www.writegirl.org)

---

**About WriteGirl**

WriteGirl is a Los Angeles-based creative writing and mentoring organization that pairs at-risk teen girls with professional women writers for one-on-one mentoring, genre-specific workshops, public readings, publications, and college and scholarship application assistance. Now in its 19th season, WriteGirl has maintained a 100 percent success rate in helping its seniors not only graduate from high school, but also enroll in college. In 2013, WriteGirl was honored by First Lady Michelle Obama with the National Arts and Humanities Youth Program Award, the highest national honor awarded to such programs. For more information, visit [www.writegirl.org](http://www.writegirl.org).
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3 lines: 5-7-5. Try writing your own HAIKU! Pg. 160

Act it out! Bring this scene to life. Pg. 168

Love Gilmore Girls? Check out the foreword by actor and author Lauren Graham! Pg. 20

Write, create and empower. Get involved with WriteGirl! Pg. 348

Ready to share? Get inspired to start writing your memoir! Pg. 145

Here’s a song to sing in the shower! Pg. 303

See what our alumnae have achieved! Pg. 318

Get inspired! Writing from 180 teen girls & A CREATIVITY STARTER KIT

www.writegirl.org